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About me & this talk

- I'm a Python developer with an interest in networking and security
- I’m not an expert (yet)
- This is an introduction to the topic, suitable for complete beginners

Contact:

Twitter: @machine_person
Mail: nadja@ef.gy
Web: machineperson.github.io
How does it work?

Capture network packets using software

- Wireshark
- tshark or tcpdump

To get all packets on the network you might need to use **port mirroring**.
What is a network packet?

When you send data over a network it will be sent in one or more units called packets.

Each packet contains control information (e.g. source, destination) together with the data you are sending.

Long messages may be split across multiple packets:

- Routers and switches have limited buffer sizes
- Transfer is not 100% reliable, some packets may be dropped
Example packet: DNS request

```
Frame 2709: 94 bytes on wire (752 bits), 94 bytes captured (752 bits) on interface 0
  Destination: Tp-LinkT_c6:26:98 (14:cc:20:c0:26:98)
  Source: Micro-St 50:78:65 (08:cb:8a:50:78:65)
  Type: IPv6 (0x686f)

  6110 .... Version: 6
  .... 0000 0000 ........ ........ = Traffic class: 0x00 (DSCP: CS9, ECN: Not-ECN)
  .... 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 = Flow label: 0x00000
  Payload Length: 40
  Next header: UDP (17)
  Hop limit: 64
  Source: fdc9:2a33:8c43:0:5489:a4d7:2068:b55d
  Destination: fdc9:2a33:8c43::1
  [Source GeoIP: Unknown]
  [Destination GeoIP: Unknown]

User Datagram Protocol, Src Port: 53945, Dst Port: 53
  Source Port: 53
  Destination Port: 53
  Length: 40
  Checksum: 0x37e2 [unverified]
  [Checksum Status: Unverified]
  [Stream Index: 22]
  Domain Name System (query)
  [Response In: 2808]
  Transaction ID: 0x7952
  Flags: 003100 Standard query

Questions:
  Answer RRs: 0
  Authority RRs: 0
  Additional RRs: 0

Queries:
  www.google.com: type A, class IN
```

- Ethernet
- IPv6
- UDP
- DNS
How can we do this in Python?

e.g. pyshark library

- Python wrapper for tshark, so tshark must be installed
- Python 3 only
- Uses tshark's parsing capabilities

Other libraries:

- pypcapfile - for analysing capture files
- pypcap - live packet capture, based on libpcap
import pyshark

cap = pyshark.LiveCapture(interface="eth0")

for packet in cap.sniff_continuously(packet_count=5):
    print(packet)
import pyshark

cap = pyshark.FileCapture(filename)

packet = cap[0]

print(packet)

# Layer objects with control information
link_layer = packet.layers[0]
pyshark example - finding protocols

protonums = {1: "ICMP",
             6: "TCP",
             17: "UDP",
             58: "IPv6-ICMP"}

ip_layer = packet.layers[1]
protocol = None

src_addr = ip_layer.src
dst_addr = ip_layer.dst

if ip_layer.version == "4":
    protocol = ip_layer.proto
elif ip_layer.version == "6":
    protocol = ip_layer.nxt

return {"src_addr": src_addr,
        "dst_addr": dst_addr,
        "protocol": protonums.get(int(protocol), protocol)}
Potential applications

- Live capture with monitoring instrumentation
- Statistics on capture files
- Data visualisation
- ...or just light up some LEDs because I can...
Meet Sharky...

- Wire shark model
- pre-recorded packet capture
- Python program on a Raspberry Pi that interprets the packets
- LEDs

→ Network-based blinkenlights!
Thank you!